Five Point Plan

Update
2018/19

Overview
This Update is an initiative from Friends of Westy Park, a resident-led community
interest group. Within, we discuss several areas of land around the north of
Latchford East, bordering Westy estate to the West, North and East.
In 2016, we launched our Five Point Plan; a long term proposal for the
development and preservation of the Green Spaces in the Latchford area.
Please take the opportunity to read the Five Point Plan, as the rest of this document
refers to it directly. It can be downloaded for free at westypark.co.uk.
This document takes a look at the progress made over the last 2 years, to see what
achievements have been made, and see where there is still work to be done.

For more information, please contact our Chair:
Dr Chris Lowry
07792 700 891
latchfordgreenspaces@gmail.com
www.westypark.co.uk
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The Five Point Plan
We proposed the Five Point Plan to ensure that the green spaces of Latchford are
improved and rejuvenated for current residents, whilst better preserving them for
future generations.
1.

Long Term Protection of our Green Spaces
Ensuring long term preservation of Westy Point, Westy Wood, Westy Park
and Latchford Trail.

2.

Flood Defence Footpath
A quality, disability friendly, tarmacked footpath alongside the riverbank,
matching other areas.

3.

Westy Cycle Way
Safely joining the new arterial path with the city cycle infrastructure, and the
Trans Pennine Trail

4.

Westy Footpath Network
Linking together and developing the newly protected green spaces within
Latchford, building a healthy network of beautiful places to walk.

5.

Latchford Bike Trail
Warrington lacks any singletrack trails. Help us to provide a need for the
cycling community, and engage youth in positive activity.

Please read the original Five Point Plan document for a detailed explanation of each
point. Below, we look at each point, and analyse what progress has been achieved,
and what still remains to be done.
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1. Long Term Protection of our Green
Spaces
We asked 4 questions in 2017, regarding the Green Space in Latchford:
1. Is the Green Space currently protected from being built on?
Since the Five Point Plan was
proposed, a significant area of green
space has been built on within
Latchford. The new Ash Acre Meadows
has been built on a field of green
space next to Westy Park. Powder
Mills Estate has also been completed,
much of which was mixed green and
post industrial land. (See both marked
in red on map).
There is no clear, specific plan for
conservation of green space within
Latchford.
We have had several meetings with planning and the council. In one of these
meeting we were informed that the field where Ash Acre Meadows had already
been built was protected green space due to its proximity to the Eyes, and thus was
safe from future construction!
2. If not, can they be designated as Green Belt, “common land”,
“protected”, “community owned”, or any other designation that
prevents future use of the land for construction.
We’ve been told that this is not possible directly, that there is no “cast iron”
guarantee for protection of any piece of land from building. Cheshire do operate a
“preservation area” scheme, which would be worth investigating.
Ultimately the best approach for us to take is to include these areas in future Area
Plans, campaigning to have them preserved on those as green space.
We also think that working with a wider group, such as the
fledgling “Friends of Warrington Green Spaces” to contribute
to a longer term “hundred year vision” may be something we
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can work with councils and land owners for a permanent preservation of vital green
space for our town.
3. Can we take ownership of them as a community, and develop them for
natural and recreational purposes?
One report we have received is that the western edge of Westy Point in apparently
unclaimed in the Land Registry. It may be that this area can be claimed for the
community, but generally full legal “ownership” is unlikely going to be the route for
future regeneration of these spaces.
What we have progressed in is being recognised as major stakeholders and vision
holders for much of the land, with WBC turning to us for discussion regularly, and
the latest Westy Park paths being developed almost directly in line with our
proposal.
4. If there are plans that involve construction, how can we discuss this,
potentially contest it, and ultimately, see change?
We’ve met recently with Cardinal Newman school, and will also be engaging directly
with the council about the planning permission on Westy Point, hopefully with the
outcome of confirming that the land is more valuable as a wildlife preserve than to
tear it down and replace it with grass monoculture for playing fields.
We aren’t aware of any of planned development on green space within our area.

Plans for 2019
1. Generate a clear map of legal ownership of the green spaces in our area.
2. Clarify future land use plans with council/planning.
3. Devise plan for contesting planning proposals, if any in process.
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2. Flood Defence Footpath
The Flood Defences have been built, and around 50% of our proposed path is in
place. Friends of Westy Park & Green Spaces engaged with the Environment
Agency: together, we managed to achieve some impressive results!
1. Provision of a neat, tarmacked pathway, matching those in Paddington Gate
on the opposite side of the river.
2. Ensure it has access that ensures the mobility impaired can use the path.
The map below demonstrates the area that this point of the Five Point Plan covers.
The full footpath will
the length of Mersey
Walk, and connect to
the tarmac path at
Westy Community
Centre.
As you can see on
the right, around
50% of this is now in
place, just leaving
the remaining blue
path to be adopted
into the town plan
and funding
sourced.

Plans for 2019
1. Engagement with the council/planning in order to get the blue section of
path added to long term plan for cycle routes/footpaths.
2. Investigate funding options.
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3. Westy Cycle Way
Point 3 of the Five Step Plan is based around extending the footpaths established in
Point 2, and extending them to connect fully with Warrington’s wider cycle
infrastructure.
As discussed in depth in the full proposal, current cycle infrastructure is poor in
Latchford, and clearly needing improvement. The map below shows the next
section that would serve the most socio-economically deprived sections of the
ward.

As the map above shows, the next stage of the Plan involves several distinct
sections:
1. Joining the footpaths of point 2 with Black Bear Park in the north west of
Latchford.
2. Constructing a north-south path within Westy Park for general peoplepowered use.
3. Improving the road-side infrastructure down Nook Lane, along the eastern
end of Thelwall Lane, and Clearwater Quays.
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4. Creating a new pedestrian/cycle crossing on the northern side of the
Cantilever Bridge.
The map on the right shows the road
in section 4. The Trans Pennine Trail
passes through this point, but it is a
challenging and dangerous road to
cross, especially for children and those
with disabilities.
The photo below demonstrates a
common amount of cars crossing at
this point.
Either a pelican crossing timed with
the lights at the southern end of the
bridge, or a zebra crossing would
resolve this issue.
The map below demonstrates how
the Westy Cycle Way will ensure that the vast majority of Westy residents will have
access to dedicated, road-separated cycle routes.
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Current Progress
We have made much more progress with the physical path than we expected, and
encouraging inroads
into a more political
acceptance of the
vision.
On the right is a map
showing how much of
the Westy Cycle Way
now exists as tarmac
cycle way.
As you can see,
around 65% of the
route is now tarmac,
and simply requires
signage! A significant
improvement from
30% 2 years ago!

Plans for 2019
1. Engagement with the council/planning in order to get the full route formally
accepted as part of the town cycle network.
2. Discuss signage with council.
3. Discuss pedestrian crossing by Cantilever Bridge.
4. Investigate funding options.
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4. Westy Footpath Network
In our initial vision for the Five Point Plan, we predicted a significant increase in
recreational use as the points were delivered. Subjectively, we are absolutely seeing
this happen, although we still need to collect data to provide more evidence of this.
Point 4 in the plan allows users to experience as much of the land as possible, with
footpaths opening up the areas, and providing a welcoming escape from urban
pressures.
The map on the right
shows our plan for
formalising paths,
almost all of which are
already actively used
daily by ramblers,
young people, cyclists
and dog walkers.
We have made
progress this year in
maintenance of paths,
and have attended the
Public Rights of Way
forum to begin the
process of establishing longstanding use.

Plans for 2019
1. Engagement with the council/planning in order to get the network formally
accepted as part of the plan for the area.
2. Collect Quantitative and Qualitative data on Green Space improvements.
3. Investigate options for improving path quality/accessibility
4. Plan options for signage.
5. Investigate funding options
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5. Latchford Bike Trail
The final point in the Five Point Plan is a
singletrack cycle trail. In the map on the right,
you can see the area, labelled as “Latchford
Trail”.
Our vision for this area would be an area
officially allowed for cycle use, without needing
significant construction or disturbing of the
surface of the area, whilst also providing an
opportunity for local young people to be active
and “burn energy” constructively.

We have begun preliminary talks with local youths, BMX riders and with cycling
clubs in the area, and will be getting advice from other similar projects such as
Delamere Forest near Northwich, Sherwood Pines near Nottingham, Swinley Forest
near Bracknell, and Bolehills BMX track in Sheffield.
Ultimately though, we have not made any particular progress in this step of the
plan, which is appropriate, as it is the final point, and requires delivery of the
previous 4 points!

Plans for 2019
1. Engagement with the council/planning in order to get the idea formally
approved.
2. Dependant on success with that, further planning around signage, design,
and funding.
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Conclusion
Thank you for taking the time to read the Update.
We hope that the contents inspire you. We believe that Westy Estate is a neglected
area of Warrington, but we share a hope that the situation can and is being
transformed.
The evidence shown in the Five Point Plan makes it clear that Latchford East suffers
from a historical socio-economic deprivation, part of which is evident in its
underdeveloped infrastructure. However, we have made great strides, over the last
2 years in seeing a more active, healthier, more social and intelligently connected
Westy.
Huge thank you is due, especially to the many
members of Warrington Borough Council who
have worked with us in so many ways; and
also to the Environment Agency.
We ended our Five Point Plan asking for
partners to join with us as the sun rises over
Westy. You can see that our plans for 2019 all
include the importance of buy in, from council,
residents and third sector.
So the question we ask is: Will you partner
with us as we continue to work together in
preserving and improving the Green Spaces
of Westy?

Thank you for reading, and for your support.
Please contact our Chair for any questions, or
to register your involvement:
Dr Chris Lowry
07792 700 891
latchfordgreenspaces@gmail.com
www.westypark.co.uk
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